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A Computational Model of Thalamocortical
Dysrhythmia in People with tinnitus
Richard Gault, Thomas Martin McGinnity, Senior Member, IEEE, and Sonya Coleman, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Tinnitus is a problem that affects a diverse range
of people. One common trait amongst people with tinnitus is the
presence of hearing loss, which is apparent in over 90% of the
cohort. It is postulated that the remainder of people with tinnitus
have hidden hearing loss in the form of cochlear synaptopathy.
The loss of hearing sensation is thought to cause a reduction in the
bottom-up excitatory signals of the auditory pathway leading to
a change in the frequency of thalamocortical oscillations known
as Thalamocortical Dysrhythmia (TCD). The downward shift in
oscillatory behaviour, characteristic of TCD, has been recorded
experimentally but the underlying mechanisms responsible for
TCD in tinnitus subjects cannot be directly observed. This
paper investigates these underlying mechanisms by creating
a biologically faithful model of the auditory periphery and
thalamocortical network, called the central auditory processing
(CAP) model. The proposed model replicates tinnitus related
activity in the presence of hearing loss and hidden hearing loss
in the form of cochlear synaptopathy. The results of this work
show that both bottom-up and top-down changes are required in
the auditory system for tinnitus related hyperactivity to coexist
with TCD, contrary to the theoretical model for TCD. The
CAP model provides a novel modelling approach to account for
tinnitus related activity with and without hearing loss. Moreover,
the results provide additional clarity to the understanding of
TCD and tinnitus and provide direction for future approaches
to treating tinnitus.
Index Terms—Tinnitus, thalamocortical dysrhythmia, cochlear
synaptopathy, top-down inhibition.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

INNITUS is the phantom perception of a sound heard
in or around the head in the absence of an external
source, affecting 10-15% of the population, with 1-3% of
people consequently experiencing a diminished quality of life
[1]. There are many forms of tinnitus, that are primarily
broken down into two groups: objective tinnitus and subjective
tinnitus. Objective tinnitus refers to sounds coming from the
ear that can be heard by clinicians and are apparent during
an examination. These sounds are generated mechanically
within the ear and are referred to as somato-sounds. Subjective
tinnitus refers to phantom sounds that are only apparent to
the person experiencing the phenomena. This paper will only
consider subjective tinnitus that will herein be referred to
simply as tinnitus.
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Tinnitus is apparent in a wide and diverse range of people
and it is therefore important to focus on the similarities that
unite the tinnitus cohort. Over 90% of people with tinnitus
have observable hearing loss [2]. It is possible that those
with normal hearing thresholds have hidden hearing loss. One
form of hidden hearing loss is cochlear synaptopathy. Cochlear
synaptopathy occurs when the synaptic terminals between the
hair cells of the cochlea and the dendrites of the auditory
nerve (AN) fibres are lost forever. The effects of cochlear
synaptopathy are variable across those AN fibres with low
spontaneous firing rates (≤ 10Hz), AN fibres with a medium
spontaneous firing rates (≤ 20Hz) and AN fibres with a high
spontaneous firing rate (≥ 40Hz). A bias towards the loss
of low and medium spontaneous synaptic terminals has been
shown in animal studies [3].
The functional impact of high spontaneous fibre loss is
reflected in reduced auditory sensitivity to soft sounds whilst
low-and medium-spontaneous fibre loss is reflected by a
reduced sensitivity in deafferented frequencies [4]. Tinnitus
related studies have shown evidence of cochlear synaptopathy
using auditory brainstem response (ABR) [5], [6] (Figure 1).
In these studies, wave I amplitudes were reduced in tinnitus
subjects; a characteristic of indicative of cochlear synaptopathy
[7]. A similar ABR study found no significant differences in
the between tinnitus subjects and controls [8]. However, it
is noted in [8] that variability of ABRs across subjects and
challenges in the recording methodology may obscure subtle
evidence for synaptopathy.
The loss of sensory input to the auditory system, caused
by hearing damage, is believed to trigger adaptive changes
which lead to the amplification of spontaneous activity in
regions of hearing loss. Kaltenback et al., [9] found increased
activity in the Dorsal Cochlear Nucleus (DCN) of hamsters
with behavioural signs of tinnitus. Koehler and Shore [10]
showed that spike timing dependent plasticity could be responsible for the auditory systems adaptation to multisensory
imbalance following hearing loss. Other approaches consider
homeostatic plasticity as a trigger for gain adaptation in the
DCN, which regulates the mean firing rate of neurons to
ensure they do not become too over or under active [11].
Schaette and McAlpine [5], Kehrle et al., [12] and et al.,
[6] investigated changes in the auditory periphery measuring the ABR. These studies found changes in the ratio of
amplitudes of components I and V of the ABR in tinnitus
subjects compared with control subjects. Despite an initially
reduced amplitude of the I component, the amplitude of the V
component was comparable to those with no tinnitus indicating
an amplification of the signal had occurred [5]. Animal studies
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a typical ABR where the peaks or components of the
waveform have been mapped to the source of activity [18]

have also shown similar behaviour following noise induced
cochlear synaptopathy [13]. It was shown that gain adaptation
is a possible mechanism behind the apparent amplification
using a computational model. Furthermore, the location for
this adaptation within the DCN is in keeping with empirical
findings [9], [10]. Latencies in the ABR have also been shown
to be a possible marker for cochlear synaptopathy [14]. Other
approaches using envelope following response paradigms have
shown evidence of cochlear synaptopathy [15].
A controlled approach investigated sound deprivation is to
use an ear plug, worn for a sustained period of time, to
mimic hearing loss and produce reversible tinnitus [16]. This
technique has also been shown to increase central gain governed by adaptation in the brainstem [17]. The location of this
adaptation is thought to be the cochlear nucleus [5], [6]. The
findings in [6] interpret the ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN)
to be the location for the adaptation based on localisation of
the ABR while [5] interpret the origin of the adaptation to be
the DCN in line with animal studies [9], [10]. The amplified
neuronal noise in the auditory system is postulated to be the
basis for the phantom sound that is perceived as tinnitus.
The effects of hearing loss can also have an impact on neural
correlates of tinnitus. Thalamocortical dysrhythmia (TCD) is
characterised by a downward shift in the frequency of the
oscillatory behaviour of the thalamo-cortical network brought
about by an imbalance of the excitatory and inhibitory signals
within the network. The excitatory and inhibitory imbalance
behind TCD can be brought about by bottom-up deafferentation (leading to reduced excitatory signals) and/or top-down
noise-cancelling deficit (leading to changes in the inhibitory
signals) [19]. TCD begins with hyperpolarisation of thalamic
cells that leads to low-threshold calcium spike bursts at a lower
frequency (theta: 4-7Hz) than normal (alpha activity: 8-12Hz)
[20]. Some experimental studies have found, more generally,
enhanced slow wave activity including increased delta activity
(1-4Hz) [48], [68], [67], [69]. At a cortcal level an associated
increase in gamma (≥30Hz) activity results in theta-gamma
coupling [19].
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Fig. 2. Outline of the CAP model [SP = specific projector, NSP = Nonspecific projector and TR = Thalamic Reticular]

The oscillatory changes characterising TCD have been
observed in electroencephalographic (EEG) and magnetoencephalographic (MEG) studies including tinnitus. [20], [21],
[22]. In cases of tinnitus, TCD is postulated to arise from
bottom-up changes in the auditory system caused by reduced
excitation stemming from hearing loss [20]. Other conditions
with a cortical origin that display TCD, such as epilepsy, are
thought to be triggered by top-down signals where there is a
reduction in the corticothalamic input [20]. In either case, it is
over inhibition that causes the dysrhythmia characterised by a
slowing of activity from the alpha band to theta band [19]. It is
not possible to empirically observe the underlying mechanisms
of TCD using non-invasive techniques. Therefore, we propose
a computational approach to investigate these mechanisms.
Section II will outline the development of the novel central
auditory processing (CAP) model (Figure 2). The CAP model
includes the creation of a biologically inspired representation
of the auditory periphery, called the peripheral model, that
simulates the development of tinnitus related hyperactivity in
the auditory brainstem (Section II-A). The peripheral model
facilitates a novel approach to modelling cochlear synaptopathy. The CAP model is completed by extending the peripheral model to incorporate the thalamocortical network thus
enabling the investigation of tinnitus and TCD (Section II-B).
Section III gives an overview of the results before a discussion
of the papers findings and its conclusion in Sections IV and
V.
II. M ETHODS
Modelling hidden hearing loss was first investigated in
[5] and further modelling efforts [13] have been made to
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Fig. 3. Topology of the novel peripheral model [WBI = wideband inhibitor, NBI = Narrowband inhibitor and PN = projector neurons]

capture the selective bias to the loss of low spontaneous AN
fibres as found experimentally [3]. Our novel approach to
this problem of modelling cochlear synaptopathy will aim to
describe the broad dynamic range of AN fibres in detail and
capture the effect synaptopathy has on low, medium and high
spontaneous fibres. The Schaette and Kempter tinnitus model
[23] (originally detailed in [24]) will be extended to include a
detailed ear model [32] which can capture traditional hearing
loss and facilitates the investigation of cochlear synaptopathy.

A. Development of peripheral model

[33] to determine the proportion of the 30000 AN fibres that
would be found at each characteristic frequency in humans.
The proportion of low, medium and high spontaneous fibres
is taken to be 15%, 25% and 60% respectively and it is
assumed that this distribution is uniform across frequencies
[34]. Weighted by the proportion of each fibre type and the
number of AN fibres per frequency, the AN firing rates are
summed into a single mean firing rate over time for each
characteristic frequency. The overall net activity, fc , of the
AN fibres at a particular frequency, c, is modelled by
p
T
fc = [0.6 0.25 0.15] [h m l]
(1)
q

Figure 3 provides an illustration of the structure of the
proposed peripheral model. The peripheral model begins with
a biologically inspired ear model whose input is an instantaneous pressure waveform and the output is the firing rate over
time of a single AN fibre with a given characteristic frequency
from which the mean rate for each characteristic frequency can
be calculated. This model has been extensively developed over
a number of works [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32].
A detailed explanation of the model’s behaviour used in this
work is given in [32] and is benchmarked against empirical
data in previous studies cited above. The ear model depicts
low, medium and high spontaneous AN fibres. The tonotopic
map is modelled logarithmically between 250Hz to 16000Hz
in steps of 1/10 of an octave to capture the typical frequency
range of an adult. As the tonotopic mapping is preserved from
the cochlea through to the auditory cortex, there is a canonical
one-to-one mapping of characteristic frequencies between each
module of the peripheral model (Figure 3).
The number of AN fibres per characteristic frequency in
the tonotopic map is inferred using the work of Greenwood

where p is the number of AN fibres that contribute to the
net activity of the AN at a given frequency and q is the total
number of fibres per characteristic frequency. The firing rates
of the low, medium and high spontaneous fibres are denoted
as l, m and h respectively. In the case of a healthy ear, p = q
and therefore the scalars p and q have negligible impact in
Equation 1. For convenience, we use the notation fc rather
than fc (t). Figure 4 shows that the behaviour of the net AN
activity presented in this work and the AN model by Schaette
and Kempter [23]. Whilst neither model is a true reflection of
the real world behaviour, both models show a similar trend.
The AN model used in [23] is a simplified firing rate model
dependent on sound intensity whereas the AN model used
in this work is derived from empirical data and biologically
plausible distribution of AN fibres. The AN fibres provide
input to the DCN module.
The DCN module consists of three populations of neurons;
namely wideband inhibitor (WBI), narrowband inhibitor (NBI)
and projector neurons (PNs) [35]. The individual neurons are
modelled as in the Schaette and Kempter tinnitus model [23]
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Fig. 4. Model of net AN activity with respect to increasing sound level
compared with Schaette and Kempter AN model

Fig. 5. Model of the PN activity with respect to increasing sound level
compared with Schaette and Kempter PN model

and the parameter values are consistent with this study. This
particular work will consider only the spontaneous activity in
the auditory pathway. Due to an activation threshold of 27dB
the WBI and NBI neurons will not contribute to the activity
of the DCN which will become apparent in Equations 2 and
3. They are detailed here and included in the overall model to
facilitate future development and to allow the investigation of
the effects sound stimulus may have on a biologically inspired
DCN model.
The firing rate AN model from the Schaette and Kempter
model is required for the homeostatic calculations presented
in [23]. The use of a different AN model in this work, which
provides a more biologically faithful AN model, leads to a
reformulation of those stages of the Schaette and Kempter
DCN model whilst maintaining the same overall behaviour of
the original model. The firing rate, fc , of the AN fibre for a
given characteristic frequency, c, provides excitatory input to
the WBI, NBI neurons and PNs. The firing rate, wc , of a WBI
neuron of characteristic frequency c is

neurons are inactive until there is broadband noise of greater
than 27dB. The choice in threshold means that WBI neurons
will not be unnecessarily stimulated by spontaneous activity or
quiet environments whilst the threshold remains low enough
to allow for low level sounds, such as a whisper (≈ 30dB), to
be processed [23].
The NBI neurons are stimulated by pure tones and are
inhibited when there is broadband noise. The firing rate, nc ,
of the NBI neuron with characteristic frequency c is given by

wc = W (fA , . . . , fB )


B
X
1

=
fi − θiw 
N
i=A
i6=c

(2)

+

Here frequencies A, B and c satisfy that c ∈ {A, ..., B} and
|{A, ..., B}\{c}| = N = 10% of the total size of the tonotopic
map. As a result, frequencies A and B can be consider the
lower and upper limits of a moving window across the entire
tonotopic map. In this work the tonotopic map is represented
from 250Hz to 8000Hz in the case of cochlear synaptopathy
and 250Hz to 16000Hz in the case of hearing loss. Further
details of the tonotopic maps will be given in Section II-C.
The positive rectifier is denoted by [...]+ and defined by
[x]+ = max (0, x). The notation in Equation 2 is the more
generalised version of the original, and equivalent description,
given in [23]. It should be noted that there is a sliding window
on the input AN activity so that each WBI neuron receives
input from adjacent frequencies. The firing threshold of the
WBI neurons, θiw , is chosen such that fi − θiw = 0 when
frequency i is stimulated by a sound of 27dB. Therefore WBI

nc = N (fc , wc ) = [gf fc − gnw wc − θcn ]+

(3)

where the synaptic weight between the WBI neurons and NBI
neurons, gnw = 1.5 (as in [23]), ensures that NBI neurons
do not respond to broadband noise. The gain factor for the
excitatory AN input is gf = 1. The firing threshold θcn is
equal to θcw (Equation 2) so that the NBI neurons respond
to pure tones in the same way as WBI neurons respond to
broadband noise.
The PNs are the final layer in the DCN module within the
peripheral model. They receive input from the AN fibres, WBI
and NBI neurons. The firing rate of a PN, rc , is calculated by
rc = R (fc , wc , nc )


[gf fc − gw wc − gn nc ]+
= rhigh tanh
rhigh

(4)

where rhigh = 300 (consistent with [23]) is the maximum
possible firing rate of the PNs. The behaviour of the PNs is
shown in Figure 5. The values of the gain factors gw and gn
can vary the dynamics of the neuron model as explored in [23].
It should be noted that any differences between the AN models
of this work and [23] are mapped in the canonical way by the
DCN model to the PNs. Consequently, the peripheral model
and [23] are analogous and equivalent in terms of behaviour
and function. It is within the DCN model that homeostatic
plasticity is modelled to adapt the gain factors in Equation 4.
After hearing damage, resulting from cochlear synaptopathy
or sensorineural hearing loss, the AN fibres will decrease in
their spontaneous and maximum firing rates. Consequently,
the input to the PNs is decreased lowering the mean firing
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rate of these neurons. The mean firing rate of the PN with
characteristic frequency c is calculated as
(c)
Z fmax
1
r¯c = (c)
R(fc , wc , nc )df
(5)
(c)
(c)
fmax − fsp fc =fsp
(c)

(c)

where fsp and fmax are the spontaneous and maximum firing
rates of the AN fibres over time. These values are obtained by
stimulating the AN fibre with a pure tone centred at the characteristic frequency of the AN fibre at 0dB for spontaneous
firing rate and 85dB for maximum firing rate. It would not be
practical or ethical to validate this model’s behaviour through
electrophysiological studies which would stimulate the ear at
very high sound intensity, for example, 120dB, and therefore
(c)
a sound level of 85dB is used to calculate fmax . It should be
noted that WBI and NBI neurons are described as functions of
the auditory nerve activity fc . Therefore when there is damage
(c)
(c)
to the ear, there will be a reduction in fsp and fmax and
consequently a reduction in the activity of the WBI and NBI
neurons as well as the PNs.
In order to adapt to the reduced mean firing rate the gain
within the PN model is adjusted. By altering Equation 4, the
gain factor g ∈ [1, 3] aims to stabilise the mean firing rate
such that the firing rate of a PN can now be written as
rc = R (fc , wc , nc )
h

= rhigh tanh 

gfc −

gw
g wc

−

rhigh

gn
g nc

i 
+

.

(6)

The value of g is calculated numerically. The firing rates from
the PN layer provide the input to the thalamocortical model.
B. Development of the central auditory processing (CAP)
model
The peripheral model is extended to include the thalamocortical network as previously illustrated in Figure 2. The
thalamocortical system is modelled by three populations of
neurons [36]; specific projector (SP) neurons, non-specific
projector (NSP) neurons and thalamic reticular (TR) neurons.
The SP neurons receive excitatory input from the auditory
periphery and collectively represent the Medial Geniculate
Body (MGB). Although projections do exist directly from the
DCN to the MGB [37], most of the input for the MGB comes
from the inferior colliculus (IC). Manzoor et al., [38] showed
that the IC is a passive component to tinnitus related activity.
Moreover, hyperactivity in the IC is proportional to the activity
in the DCN and thus acts as a passive relay for tinnitus
related hyperactivity [39]. In both studies it was possible to
categorically conclude that the IC inherited the hyperactivity
from the DCN keeping activity consistent along the tonotopic
mapping between the two regions of the brainstem. Therefore,
without loss of generality, we omit this region from the
proposed model. The TR neurons receive excitatory input from
the cortex, SP and NSP populations and project inhibitory
signals towards the SP and NSP populations. The TR and SP
networks are connected in a bijective fashion whilst the TR and
NSP networks are connected in a one-to-many fashion in both

directions. A single neuron in either the TR or NSP network
projects to 15% of its codomain. Although these connections
are random we restrict the span of each neuron’s connections
to exist within a window size of 20% of the total number of
neurons. This restriction is introduced to ensure some degree
of consistency between executions of the simulation.
Each neuron in the SP network corresponds to a characteristic frequency in the auditory periphery and every network
within the thalamocortical model has the same number of
neurons. The input for each thalamic neuron is a Poissondistributed spike train. The NSP and TR networks receive
excitatory input from the cortex. The top-down cortical input
is known to be at a rate ≤ 100 spikes per second [40]. To
avoid the extreme values of this cortical input, the input to
the TR and NSP neurons consists of pseudo-random Poisson
distributed spike trains between 50-60Hz. The SP network
receives input from the auditory periphery model in the
form of a Poisson distributed spike train with a spike rate
corresponding to the output of their associated PNs. The output
spikes of every neuron in the thalamocortical network are
binned into 10ms time segments and a moving average is used
to smooth the binned data with a sliding window of size 5
[36]. A fast Fourier transform is then applied to the smoothed
data to map the time series data to the frequency domain.
This process was repeated 10 times and the power spectra
of the 10 simulations are averaged to improve the signal to
noise ratio. To evaluate the existence of TCD the dominant
frequency of oscillation is calculated for the control, hearing
loss and cochlear synaptopathy scenarios.
To model the thalamic neurons a conductance based leaky
integrate-and-fire-or-burst neuron is used [41]. The change in
membrane potential over time is described by
1
dV
= (Iinp − IL − IT )
(7)
dt
C
where C is the capacitance per unit area. The input current
Iinp is defined as
X
Iinp =
gsi (Erev − V )
(8)
i

The input current outlined in [41] corresponds to a single
neuron whereas the input current modelled here (and equivalently in [36]) is associated with inputs from other neurons
within the network. The reversal potentials, Erev , are separated
into excitatory and inhibitory synapses, which are individually
denoted Eexc and Einh respectively, and synaptic conductance
is denoted gs . The post synaptic conductances, gs are modelled
by the decay function
gs X
dgs
=− +
δ (t − d) .
(9)
dt
τs
The maximum conductances (gs ), signal delays (d) and time
constants (τs ), associated with each connection are given in
Table II.
The leakage current, IL , is given by
IL = gL (V − EL ) ,

(10)

where gL is the conductance associated with the leakage
current and EL is the reversal potential. The t-current, IT ,
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TABLE I
VALUES OF GENERIC PARAMETERS FOR THE THALAMOCORTICAL MODEL .
Parameter
Vθ
Vspike
Vreset
gL
EL
gT
τ h2
ET
C
Eexc
Einh
τs (excitatory)
τs (inhibitory)

Unit
mV
mV
mV
mS/ms2 /cm2
mV
mV
ms
mV
µF/cm2
mV
mV
ms
ms

Value
-35
30
-50
0.035
-65
0.07
100
120
2
0
-85
20
30

TABLE II
VALUES OF POPULATION RELATED PARAMETERS FOR THE
THALAMOCORTICAL MODEL (P=P ERIPHERY,CRX=C ORTEX ).
Parameter
gs (mS)

τs (ms)

Delay (ms)

represents the ionic current flow resulting from t-channel
activation. Low voltage activates these channels leading to
calcium bursts upon depolarisation off the cell. The t-current
is modelled as
IT = gT m∞ h (V − ET )

Vh (mV )
τh1 (ms)

Connection
P→SP/NSP
CRX→TR
SP→TR
NSP→TR
TR→SP
TR→NSP
P→SP/NSP
CRX→TR
SP→TR
NSP→TR
TR→SP
TR→NSP
P→SP/NSP
CRX→TR
SP↔TR
NSP↔TR
TR
SP/NSP
TR
SP/NSP

Value
0.005
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.0025
0.00375
7
10
20
20
30
30
0
7
3
3
-64
-66
40
20

(11)

where gT is the conductance, ET is the reversal potential and
d
m∞ = dx
max{x, 0}, i.e., the Heaviside step function. The
inactivation variable, h, is modelled by the decay function
( −h
if V ≥ Vh
dh
τh1 ,
(12)
= 1−h
dt
τh , otherwise.
2

If V ≥ Vh , bursting activity will be present and thus τh1
will control the length of the burst. For neurons in the SP and
NSP networks τh1 = 20ms and for neurons in the TR network
τh1 = 40ms. Conversely if V < Vh , the inactivation tends to
1. Therefore the time constant τh2 controls the rate in which
the thalamic neuron de-inactivates so that calcium channels are
in a state that facilitates bursting activity to occur. The value
of τh2 is 100ms for all three networks. In [41], Vh = −60mV
as a single neuron whereas in this work (and equivalently in
[36]) Vh is −64 for neurons of the TR network and −66 for
neurons of the NSP and SP networks. The value of Vh differs
in the TR network compared with the NSP and SP networks
to account for known morphological differences between the
neuron groups leading to distinctly different behaviour [42].
The parameters used during implementation are given in
Tables I and II. The parameters outlined in Table I and the
majority of parameters in Table II are identical to those given
in [36]. There are differences between the implementation
of this paper and [36]; namely the network size and the
peripheral input firing rates to each network. The cortical
input firing rates given in [36] are much higher than the
100Hz found in reality [40]. So that the model’s synchronous
activity is predominantly in the alpha band when at rest
the connectivity weights between neurons have been adjusted
with no adjustments made to parameters associated with the
biological mechanisms of the thalamocortical neurons; such
as the resting potential, spiking threshold or decay rates.
C. Modelling cochlear synaptopathy
The ear model used within the peripheral model already
models hearing loss as recorded from an audiogram. Normal

hearing thresholds are only defined up to 8000Hz specifying
a hearing threshold of no more than 20dB for each frequency. Consequently, when modelling cochlear synaptopathy
the tonotopic map will incorporate frequencies from 250Hz
to 8000Hz in steps of 1/10 of an octave even though the
hearing loss case considers frequencies up to 16000Hz. The
AN activity for a healthy ear with no damage is calculated
for all frequencies as well as the AN activity of an ear on the
borderline of normal hearing thresholds; that is 20dB hearing
threshold at all frequencies. Hence the AN activity following
a hearing threshold of 20dB is determined for all frequencies.
The dendrites of the AN fibres have a single synaptic terminal
with a single inner hair cell without branching [43] so it
suffices to model the loss of a synaptic terminal by removing
the corresponding AN fibre from the overall net activity.
Although the exact ratio in which the different AN fibre
types are lost is not known, it has been found that low
spontaneous fibres are more susceptible to synaptic loss than
high spontaneous fibres [3]. Moreover, [3] found that up to
30% of all terminals could be lost with a fractional loss of
low and medium spontaneous fibres of 38%. Similar studies
have found that up to 50% of the total terminals can be
lost at particular frequencies whilst normal hearing levels are
maintained [44]. An optimisation problem can be constructed
to identify feasible values for the ratio in which high, medium
and low spontaneous fibres are lost such that the error between
the modelled synaptic loss and the empirical results from
[3] is minimised. In this work, a Genetic Algorithm (GA)
was used to find solutions to this optimisation problem and
was implemented in Matlab R2013a (The MathWorks, Natick,
MA, USA) using the Global Optimization Toolbox. The GA
terminated with a minimal solution, i.e. the error was zero,
and found that the ratio of high, medium and low spontaneous
fibre loss is 3 : 25 : 34. That is, for every 3 high spontaneous
fibres lost there are 25 medium spontaneous fibres and 34
low spontaneous fibres lost. Through an iterative process
the synaptic terminals were deleted in this ratio for each
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a)

b)

c)

d)
Fig. 7. Example of simulated audiogram showing high frequency hearing
loss.
Fig. 6. The percentage of AN fibres lost through cochlear synaptopathy (a)
low spontaneous fibres, (b) medium spontaneous fibres, (c) high spontaneous
fibres, (d) all fibres

characteristic frequency until the net AN fibre activity was
on the limit of AN activity of someone with the minimum
thresholds for normal hearing.
Following cochlear synaptopathy the proposed model
showed a total loss of up to 41% with a fractional loss of 38%
in low and medium spontaneous fibres in line with empirical
results [3], [44]. Less than 5% of all high spontaneous fibres
were lost, consistent with the empirical results that found no
significant difference between the high spontaneous terminal
count with and without damage [3]. Figure 6 shows the
percentage loss of synaptic terminals across all frequencies for
each fibre type whilst maintaining normal hearing thresholds.
It should be noted that the y-axis in each graph is scaled
relative to the overall % loss in each case and is therefore
different for each case. Analytical analysis of the findings
presented in [3] has been explored in [4].
III. R ESULTS

loss leads to a reduction in both fsp and fmax compared with
healthy conditions (Figure 8).
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 Normal hearing
𝑓𝑠𝑝 Normal hearing
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 Hearing loss
𝑓𝑠𝑝 Hearing loss

16000

Fig. 8. Decreased fsp and fmax in regions of hearing loss

The spontaneous firing rate of the PNs at the final stage of
the DCN is shown in Figure 9 for both the hearing loss and
healthy control cases.

A. Modelling tinnitus related hyperactivity
The first stage of the investigation requires the analysis of
the peripheral model and the evaluation of its ability to model
tinnitus related activity in the auditory brainstem. This involves
the simulation of hearing loss and cochlear synaptopathy to
induce homeostatic changes in the DCN.
Hearing loss was modelled based on high frequency hearing
loss, typically found in people with tinnitus, as illustrated in
the audiogram shown in Figure 7. The inner and outer hair cell
parameters were tuned for the ear model to account for this
hearing loss using an audiogram fitting function available with
the open sourced ear model [45]. Stimulus for the ear model is
sampled at 100kHz and averaged over 50 repetitions to avoid
irregularities. Each stimulus lasts for 350ms with a rise and
fall ramp of 2.5ms. For the purposes of stationary analysis (i.e.
ignoring the temporal aspect of the model) the mean AN firing
rate for each characteristic frequency was calculated between
200ms to 300ms from stimulus onset. The induced hearing

Hearing loss and adaption
Normal hearing

16000

Fig. 9. Elevated activity following hearing loss and gain adaptation.

There is elevated spiking activity in frequencies where
hearing loss is simulated as found in cases of tinnitus with
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hyperactivity [9]. The firing rate of the PN is higher than similar modelling work which used comparable hearing thresholds
[11]. However, the resultant behaviour is equivalent to the
findings of [11] as Figure 5 clearly shows that the activity of
PNs, in both this work and [11], reflect that of sound stimulus
at approximately 25-30dB in the DCN. A paired t-test found
that the overall spontaneous activity across all frequencies following gain adaptation was significantly different (p < 0.01)
than the control case.
When hearing damage is caused by cochlear synaptopathy,
the ratio of high, medium and low spontaneous fibre loss of
3:25:34 was used. Synaptic terminal loss was modelled up to
the maximum limits of normal hearing. Similar to the hearing
loss case, the reduced activity to the net AN firing rate leads
to reduced input to the DCN module (Figure 10).

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 Normal hearing
𝑓𝑠𝑝 Normal hearing
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 Cochlear synaptopathy
𝑓𝑠𝑝 Cochlear synaptopathy

Fig. 10. Decreased fsp and fmax following cochlear synaptopathy

At the DCN level, a paired t-test determined that there was
a significant difference between the increased spontaneous
activity, or hyperactivity, of the PNs (illustrated in Figure
11) and the spontaneous activity of the healthy control case
(p < 0.01). The greatest elevation in PN activity is in regions
of the tonotopic map with the most synaptopathy (Figures
6 and 11). As in other computational models of tinnitus we
Cochlear synaptopathy and adaption
Normal hearing

B. Thalamocortical network with only bottom-up adaptation
The power spectra of the oscillatory activity of the thalamocortical network for the hearing loss and cochlear synaptopathy related tinnitus scenarios along with their corresponding
control cases are shown in Figure 12. The dominant frequencies of oscillation were 9.6Hz for the hearing loss scenario
and 9.2Hz for the corresponding control case. In the case
of cochlear synaptopathy and the corresponding control case
the dominant frequencies were 9.8Hz and 9.3Hz respectively.
The small difference between the control case for hearing
loss and the control case for cochlear synaptopathy is due to
the size of the networks being different because of a smaller
tonotopic map modelled in the cochlear synaptopathy scenario.
A paired t-test was used to compare the power spectra of
the control case with the corresponding tinnitus case. In each
scenario there was no significant change in the power spectra
(p > 0.05).
With no apparent decrease in oscillatory activity the natural
progression is to consider if the oscillatory changes in tinnitus
related TCD are caused by over-inhibition stemming from
an increase in top-down inhibition. Consequently, we now
investigate the effect increasing the intrinsic inhibition of the
thalamocortical network has on the oscillatory behaviour of
the thalamic neurons.
Figure 13 shows the effect an increase in inhibition has on
the dominant frequency of oscillation for the thalamocortical
network under ‘healthy’ (i.e no hearing loss) conditions. This
is determined by subjecting the control case to a multiplicative
increase of the gain factor, gs , by a scalar λ for the TR→NSP
and SP connections. That is, Equation 8 for the SP and NSP
is now rewritten as
X
X
Iinp =
gs (V − Eexc ) +
λgs (V − Einh )
(13)
iE

iI

where iE and iI index the excitatory and inhibitory presynaptic connections respectively. The conclusion from the
previous section along with this result indicates that although
dysrhythmia is not apparent in tinnitus subjects because of
peripheral damage, the internal gain adaptation on the inhibitory weights can cause the slowing of dominant oscillatory
behaviour. Figures 14a and 14b illustrate the normalised
power spectrum of the thalamocortical network after inhibitory
adaptation. The minimal multiplicative scalars required to
generate a shift in oscillatory behaviour from alpha to theta
were λ = 2.4 and λ = 2.3 for the hearing loss and cochlear
synaptopathy cases respectively. With an increase in top-down
inhibition, the dominant frequency of oscillation is located in
the theta band in both tinnitus cases whilst the healthy control
cases predominantly display oscillatory activity in the alpha
band. This is characteristic of TCD as observed in EEG and
MEG studies [22], [46], [47], [49].
IV. D ISCUSSION

Fig. 11. The increase in synaptic gain causes an increase in the spontaneous
firing rate of the PNs following cochlear synaptopathy

postulate that the significant hyperactivity in regions of hearing
loss would lead to a phantom noise at a perceptual level.

Tinnitus is thought to be generated by maladaptation within
the auditory system following hearing loss. Although most
people with tinnitus have some form of hearing loss, tinnitus
is also observed in subjects with apparently normal hearing
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Normal hearing
Hearing loss

(a) Power spectrum of thalamocortical network with hearing loss and tinnitus

Normal hearing
Cochlear synaptopathy

(b) Power spectrum of thalamocortical network with cochlear synaptopathy
and tinnitus

Fig. 12. Normalised power spectrum the thalamocortical network in cases of tinnitus

Fig. 13. The dominant frequency of oscillation of the thalamocortical network
as function of the strength of the inhibitory connections. The dotted red line
(8Hz) marks the lower bound of the alpha band.

thresholds. Animal studies [44] and in vivo electrophysiological recordings for humans [7] indicate that significant damage
can occur within the ear even when normal hearing is present.
Cochlear synaptopathy has been proposed one possible form of
hidden hearing loss. The proposed peripheral model shows that
cochlear synaptopathy is sufficient to cause a significant gain
increase that leads to significant hyperactivity in the auditory
system. In addition, the ratio in which the high, medium and
low spontaneous fibres are lost was determined in accordance
with empirical results. This approach to modelling cochlear
synaptopathy of the diverse dynamic range of AN fibres in
detail in the CAP model presented here is novel.
Reduced mean firing rate, following hearing damage, triggered homeostatic changes in the DCN model which led to

hyperactivity in regions of hearing damage (Figures 9 and 11).
The development of hyperactivity in the DCN can almost be
considered as synonymous with tinnitus. Indeed, a number of
animal studies show that when hyperactivity was induced in
the DCN the animals displayed behavioural signs of tinnitus
with the hyperactivity occurring in regions of hearing loss [50],
[51], [52], [9], [53]. Conversely in human studies, subjects
with tinnitus have shown hyperactivity originating from the
cochlear nucleus [5], [6]. Amplified ABRs in people with
tinnitus have not always been evident [8] and consequently
it is not possible to say that hyperactivity in the DCN is
equivalent to the presence of tinnitus. The heterogeneity of
the tinnitus population, the subjective nature of tinnitus and
challenges with electrophysiological recording approaches are
among the possible explanations for studies not necessarily
finding elevated ABRs in all tinnitus subjects. The CAP
model presented in this work could be further supported by
the inclusion of tinnitus perception. The development and
evaluation of a perceptual model requires the collection and
analysis of relevant data from an appropriate tinnitus cohort.
The addition of tinnitus sound perception is therefore a key
element for future extensions of this model.
This work considered hidden hearing loss that stems from
cochlear synaptopathy. Hidden hearing loss may also arise
from other origins such as cochlear dead regions [54], auditory
nerve demyelination [55] or reduced lateral inhibition (with
or without widening of tuning curves) [56]. Future work
is planned to enhance the peripheral model to account for
other forms of hidden hearing loss. Moreover, it has been
shown that hearing impairment can affect the VCN auditory
pathway differently from the DCN auditory pathway [57].
Future work will aim to consider adaptation in both the DCN
and VCN pathways in line with experimental results [5], [6].
The modular structure of the peripheral model herein easily
facilitates the investigation of TCD following the creation of
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Normal hearing
Hearing loss

(a) Power spectrum of thalamocortical network with hearing loss and tinnitus with increased inhibition

Normal hearing
Cochlear synaptopathy

(b) Power spectrum of thalamocortical network with
cochlear synaptopathy and tinnitus with increased inhibition

Fig. 14. Normalised power spectrum of tinnitus and the thalamocortical network following an increase in top-down inhibition

a richer peripheral model.
Llinas et al. [20] hypothesised that TCD in tinnitus is the
result of the loss in peripheral input, due to hearing damage,
which causes a reduction in the excitatory drive entering the
thalamocortical network from the ascending auditory pathway.
Consequently, there is excess inhibition amongst the thalamic
neurons resulting in a slowing of the networks oscillatory
behaviour. Our results do not align with this theory. An
explanation for this is that the proposed model, in line with
previous tinnitus models and experimental results [9], [5], [6],
[53], [52], [51], displays an increase in the activity within the
auditory brainstem following hearing loss which subsequently
enters the thalamus. The key to TCD, whether it arises from
bottom-up changes or top-down changes, is the overall balance
between the excitatory and inhibitory signals. The results
in Section III-A suggest that there is not a reduction in
excitatory input to the thalamocortical network in agreement
with previous models [23] and experimental findings [9], [5].
The main novelty of this paper is the combining of existing
AN/DCN models with an existing thalamocortical model, and
the inclusion of a biologically inspired model of cochlear
synaptopathy in simulations, leading to evidence of that both
a bottom-up and top-down adaptations are necessary for the
perception of tinnitus. This is the first computational model
to investigate TCD with tinnitus. TCD in cases of tinnitus
was thought to occur due to a loss in peripheral input caused
by hearing loss. However, following this development of a
biologically faithful model of tinnitus related activity in the
auditory periphery, characterised by enhanced DCN activity,
it is noted that the peripheral input to the thalamus is not
decreased as suggested in current discussions of TCD and tinnitus [20] but rather adaptive gain creates amplified peripheral
activity. This is supported by animal studies showing increased
activity entering the MGB of rats with induced tinnitus arising
from hyperactivity from the auditory periphery [58]. If a loss
in peripheral input was the sole cause of TCD in tinnitus, then
hearing loss alone would produce TCD. However, it has been
shown that enhanced slow wave activity is related to tinnitus

rather than hearing loss [48]. A critically important finding
shows that peripheral damage alone is not enough to change
the behaviour of the thalamocortical network but that top-down
signals are an essential component for the generation of TCD
with the presence of hyperactivity in the auditory periphery.
The top-down involvement was simulated by an increase in
the inhibition within the thalamus. This result is supported by
animal studies which have found excessive tonic inhibition is
required for TCD rats with induced tinnitus [59].
The top-down involvement in the generation of TCD in people with tinnitus is thought to be representative of a deficient
noise cancelling system [19], [60]. The importance of this topdown signal in generating tinnitus related oscillatory activity
may also explain why a minority of people with hearing loss
perceive tinnitus. If the non-adapted top-down signals exist,
the tinnitus perception may not appear at a cortical level. This
finding could be of great relevance when considering treatment
methods for tinnitus. This paper only reveals the importance of
the top-down signal and does not postulate where this signal
originates. Previous models of cortical adaptation have considered possible cortical mechanisms for tinnitus generation
[61], [62] as well as cortical reorganisation following hearing
loss [63] without any adaptation in the auditory periphery. A
number of cortical networks have been identified to be relevant
to tinnitus including regions of auditory processing, memory,
salience and emotion. A comprehensive review of neural imaging findings supporting this evidence is given in [64]. Without
further experimental and extensive computational modelling
it is not possible to determine the origins of the top-down
signal and the cortical adaptation involved in the generation
of this top-down signal. Future work will endeavour to find and
simulate cortical adaptation, triggers for cortical adaptation
and the cortical interactions involved in the top-down signal.
This work would benefit from the investigation of effective
connectivity; an area of limited development in the tinnitus
literature.
The theoretical model of TCD describes a slowing of resting
state activity from alpha to theta activity as illustrated by
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the CAP model and experimentally found in [65], [66], [67].
A caveat to accompany these findings is that the results are
limited by the number of tinnitus subjects involved and the
heterogeneity of the tinnitus group. Some subjects presented
in [48], [21] displayed enhanced theta activity with sample
size being a factor in the absence of statistical significance
for further support. Other experimental studies have shown
tinnitus to be related to even slower oscillatory frequencies
with enhanced delta activity [48], [68], [67], [69]. In [68]
it is postulated that the experimental deviation between the
theoretically expected ”enhanced theta activity” and the experimentally found ”enhanced delta activity” could be explained
by the heterogeneity of the tinnitus population, differences in
frequency band boundaries and tinnitus duration. The CAP
model presented here only considers changes in alpha activity
to theta activity relating to TCD. Future modelling work will
aim to investigate enhanced delta activity in tinnitus related
TCD. This work should be complemented with empirical data
and the model parameters tuned to individual subjects.
The mechanisms behind tinnitus have been postulated to
be like those involved in hyperacusis [70]. Hyperacusis is
a problem where people perceive sound to be abnormally
loud. Approximately 85% of those with hyperacusis have
tinnitus [71] while only 40% of people with tinnitus experience
hyperacusis [72]. An interesting extension of this work would
be to adapt the peripheral model to account for hyperacusis
as investigated in [70].
V. C ONCLUSION
Hearing loss is thought to be an essential component
of tinnitus generation [48]. This work shows that cochlear
synaptopathy is sufficient to generate tinnitus related hyperactivity in the auditory brainstem. The ascending auditory
signals were previously considered to be the driving force
behind TCD in people with tinnitus. However, the model
presented in this paper shows that the change in input to
the thalamocortical network from the auditory periphery is
insufficient to cause TCD. Instead internal gain adaptation of
the inhibitory connections is required to derive experimentally
observable changes in the net oscillatory activity. It is likely
that the bottom-up changes in the auditory system following
hearing damage may instigate the changes in the top-down
signal, but further work would be required to determine this.
The consequence of the result suggests that tinnitus should
be considered a two-way problem: firstly, peripheral damage
causes changes in the bottom-up signals and, secondly, topdown signals generate oscillatory changes at a cortical level.
The impact on treatment methods is such that both pathways
need to be considered. Future work is needed to unify the
detailed audiological research in cochlear synaptopathy and
hearing loss and the neurological research that highlights the
neural correlates of tinnitus. Computational modelling can then
be used to investigate theories regarding the underlying mechanism that generates the observable neurological findings.
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